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Abstract: The particle size composition of grinding products will significantly affect the technical
and economic indexes of subsequent separation operations. The polymetallic complex ores from
Tongkeng and Gaofeng are selected as the research object in this paper. Through the JK drop-weight
test, the batch grinding test, and the population-balance kinetic model of grinding with the Simulink
platform, the grinding characteristics of the two types of ores and the particle-size-composition
prediction methods of grinding products are studied. The results show that the impact-crushing
capacity of Tongkeng ore and Gaofeng ore are “medium” grade and “soft” grade, respectively. The
crushing resistance of Tongkeng ore increases with the decrease in particle size, and the crushing
effect is more easily affected by particle size than that of Gaofeng ore. For the same ore, the accuracy
order of the three methods is: PSO–BP method > JK drop-weight method > BIII method. For the
same method, only the BIII method has higher accuracy in predicting Gaofeng ore than Tongkeng
ore, and other methods have better accuracy in predicting Tongkeng ore than Gaofeng ore. The
prediction accuracy of the BIII method is inferior to that of the JK drop-weight method and the
PSO–BP method and is easily affected by the difference in mineral properties. The PSO–BP method
has a high prediction accuracy and fast model operation speed, but the accuracy and speed of the
iterative results are easily affected by parameters such as algorithm program weight and threshold.
The parameter-solving process of each prediction method is based on different simplifications and
assumptions. Therefore, appropriate hypothetical theoretical models should be selected according to
different ore properties for practical application.

Keywords: polymetallic sulfide ore; grinding; drop-weight test; population-balance kinetic model

1. Introduction

Grinding operation is widely used in solid resources processing industries such as min-
ing, chemical, metallurgy and building materials [1–4]. In terms of beneficiation production,
grinding plays a very important role. Its capital construction cost accounts for about 60% of
the construction cost of the concentrator, and the production cost accounts for 40%~50% of
the concentrator [5]. Grinding is the preparation of material particle size, and its product’s
particle size composition will significantly affect the efficiency of subsequent separation
operations and the economic and technical indicators of the concentrator [6–8]. Therefore,
optimizing grinding operation, improving grinding process efficiency and reducing grind-
ing cost are of great significance for the mineral resources processing industry to reduce its
production costs and improve its resource recovery and utilization rate [9–11]. With the
continuous development and utilization of mineral resources, a large number of high-grade
mineral resources have been nearly exhausted [12,13]. Poor and complex ore has gradually
become the main body of mineral processing. Its development and utilization is difficult,
the separation process is complex, and the production cost is high [14]. As one of the
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main rare-metal production bases in China, Dachang (in Guangxi) has a variety of complex
polymetallic ores with complex mineral distribution and high comprehensive utilization
value. However, the recovery rate of tin metal is low, and a large amount of cassiterite is
lost in the tailings in the form of fine particles. Cassiterite comes from overgrinding (into tin
paste), resulting in a large amount of tin metal loss [15,16]. The grinding of sulfide ore will
also lead to the loss of other metals, which will seriously affect the technical and economic
indicators of the concentrator [17]. Therefore, in the grinding production of the polymetallic
concentrator, while improving the grinding efficiency of sulfide ore, the production of fine
cassiterite should be reduced as far as possible, to improve the contradiction between the
overgrinding of cassiterite and undergrinding of sulfide ore. Based on the above problems,
the rich and poor polymetallic complex ores from Tongkeng and Gaofeng are selected
as the research object in this paper. The effects of grinding conditions on the grinding
behavior of rich and poor polymetallic complex ores from two aspects, such as the crushing
characteristics of the two ores and the comparison of particle-size-composition prediction
methods, are studied. The research results can provide a theoretical basis for formulating
an industrial and reasonable grinding process and technical separation route. This lays a
foundation for the subsequent grinding optimization of rich and poor polymetallic complex
ores and the effective regulation of the particle size of grinding products.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Materials

The materials are taken from polymetallic complex ores in Tongkeng and Gaofeng,
Dachang, Guangxi, China. In this test, 100 kg raw ore samples are obtained, naturally
washed and dried, then crushed to −1.7 mm by jaw crusher (PE-150 × 250) and roller
crusher (2PG-400 × 250) and finally screened into 12 particle sizes by vibrating screen
(Analysette 3). The results are shown in Table 1. In order to ensure the uniformity of
materials, each particle size fraction shall be fully mixed into 500 g/bag for subsequent
grinding test.

Table 1. Particle size distribution of two types of ores’ samples.

Particle Size/mm
Tongkeng Ore Gaofeng Ore

Yield/% Cumulative Distribution
under Sieve/% Yield/% Cumulative Distribution

under Sieve/%

−1.7 + 1.18 19.41 100.00 24.63 100.00
−1.18 + 0.85 14.56 80.59 18.18 75.37
−0.85 + 0.6 12.13 66.03 13.78 57.18
−0.6 + 0.425 9.70 53.90 11.44 43.40
−0.425 + 0.3 8.09 44.20 5.57 31.96
−0.3 + 0.212 7.55 36.11 5.87 26.39
−0.212 + 0.15 5.66 28.56 4.69 20.53
−0.15 + 0.106 3.77 22.90 3.81 15.84
−0.106 + 0.075 3.23 19.13 3.23 12.02
−0.075 + 0.053 3.23 15.90 2.35 8.80
−0.053 + 0.038 1.89 12.67 1.47 6.45

−0.038 10.78 10.78 4.99 4.99
Total 100.00 — 100.00 —

2.2. Methods

JK drop-weight test method is adopted to study the impact-crushing characteristics
of the ores. Through the particle size analysis of the crushing products, the soft and hard
degree classification of the ores and the crushing behavior characteristics under the impact
are obtained by using the software fitting function method. Then, through the batch
grinding test, the actual grinding results data are obtained, and the data are used as the
comparison basis of grinding result prediction. Finally, the simulation framework based on
the population-balance kinetic model is established with the Simulink platform. Different
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prediction methods are used to solve and calculate the crushing function and selection
function, and the prediction methods of particle size composition of grinding products and
their adaptability are compared and analyzed [18].

2.2.1. Characterization

The chemical element analysis data of ores were recorded with an X-ray fluorescence
element analyzer (S8 TIGER, BRUKER, Berlin, Germany). Elements between Na–U can
be analyzed. The content range is from ppm–100%. It can be used for qualitative and
quantitative analysis of solid, powder, liquid and other samples. The characterization test
was performed in the laboratory of Guangxi University (Room 106, College of Resources,
Environment and Materials, Guangxi University, Nanning, 530004, China).

2.2.2. JK Drop-Weight Test

JK drop-weight test is a process of selecting drop hammer combinations of different
qualities and freely dropping at different heights to impact crush a single ore with a certain
particle size. Changing the mass and drop height of the drop hammer can produce different
amounts of energy to break the ore. The ratio of crushing energy Ec to ore mass m is
defined as specific crushing energy Ecs. Through the particle size analysis of the crushed
products, the impact-crushing parameters A and b of the ore can be obtained. The ore is
broken and divided into five particle sizes according to the test requirements: −63 + 53 mm,
−45 + 37.5 mm, −31.5 + 26.5 mm, −22.4 + 19 mm and −16 + 13.2 mm. Each particle size is
divided into three parts, and their weighing records are recorded. They are impact crushed
by three different energy levels. After the impact crushing is completed, the crushed
products of each particle size/energy combination are screened and analyzed, and the
weighing records are made.

Based on the particle size analysis of the crushed products, the particle size character-
istic curve is drawn, and the origin software function fitting regression analysis is used to
obtain the particle size distribution model of impact crushed mineral products, as shown
in Formula (1) [19], so that the cumulative yield under the sieve of any required particle
size can be calculated.

y = A1 +
A2 − A1

1 + 10( logx0− x) p
(1)

where, x is the sieving particle size (mm), y is the corresponding cumulative weight
percentage undersize (%), A1 and A2 are the upper and lower asymptotes of the particle
size characteristic curve (%), logx0 is the particle size at (A1 + A2)/2(mm), and p is the
absolute value of the maximum slope on the particle size curve (%/mm).

Based on the above particle size distribution model, the cumulative yield under the
sieve of any specific sieve size in 15 groups of crushing test products can be calculated,
respectively. Generally, the particle size in the crushing product with particle size that is less
than one-tenth of the feed particle size is used as a characteristic particle size. The crushing
degree of minerals is reflected by the cumulative yield under the sieve corresponding to
this characteristic particle size, and the symbol is marked as t10. According to 15 groups of
t10 values and Ecs data of impact specific crushing energy, t10 − Ecs scatter diagram can be
drawn. Finally, the impact-crushing characteristic parameters A and b of the mineral can
be obtained by fitting and analyzing the functional relationship of t10 − Ecs (as shown in
Formula (2)) [20].

.t10 = A(1 − e−b·Ecs) (2)

According to 15 groups of test data, the values of coefficients A and b can be fitted.
The value of A × b can be used to measure the impact-crushing resistance of ore. Based on
the JK database, the test parameters (A × b) and the corresponding relationship with ore
properties are shown in Table 2 [21].
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Table 2. The relationship between experimental parameters and ore properties.

Parameters Very Hard Hard Medium Hard Medium Medium Soft Soft Very Soft

A × b <30 30~38 38~43 43~56 56~67 67~127 >127

2.2.3. Batch Grinding Test

A tumbling mill was used in the batch grinding tests. The picture of the tumbling mill
is shown in Figure 1.
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Figure 1. Picture of the tumbling mill.

As shown in Figure 1, the diameter of the tumbling mill is 200 mm. In addition, the
length of the tumbling mill is 240 mm. The medium of the mill is iron ball with diameter of
25 mm. The critical rotational speed of the mill is 101.4 r/min. The type of grinding is wet
milling. The power of tumbling mill is 0.55 kW. Particle size distribution of two types of
ores’ feeding samples are shown in Table 1. The grinding parameters are shown in Table 3.

Table 3. The grinding parameters for Tongkeng ore and Gaofeng ore.

Grinding Parameters Tongkeng Gaofeng

Mass of Ore Feeding Material 500 g 500 g
Filling Ratio 35% 34%

Total Mass of the Iron Ball 20.58 kg 20.00 kg
Grinding Concentration 67% 73%

Rotational Rate 75% 70%

The grinding parameters in Table 3 are the optimal grinding parameters obtained
according to the corresponding surface method. The rotational rate is the percentage
of critical rotational speed, and the grinding concentration is the ratio of the quality of
the ore material to the slurry. In order to obtain the input data of the simulation model,
grinding tests with different grinding time were conducted. Among them, grinding times
of Tongkeng ore are 0 min, 0.5 min, 1 min, 2 min, 4 min and 6 min, respectively. Grinding
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times of Gaofeng ore are 0 min, 1 min, 2 min, 3 min and 4.5 min, respectively. In addition,
the optimal grinding times of the two ores were selected according to the optimal grinding
parameters, and the actual grinding test was carried out and compared with the simulation
prediction date. Among them, the optimal grinding time of Tongkeng ore is 5.4 min, and
the optimal grinding time of Gaofeng ore is 3.8 min. All grinding tests are conducted twice,
and the average value is taken as the final data.

2.2.4. Build Simulink Simulation Model

In this paper, the Simulink module in MATLAB (version 2019b) is used for modeling
the population-balance kinetic model of grinding, which can simulate the change of particle
size of grinding products in real time [22]. The modeling steps are as follows:

1© Analyze the experimental object and abstract it into a mathematical model;
2© Select and connect modules from the module library;
3© Set module parameters and simulation environment;
4© Run the simulation.

The modules included in Simulink simulation model are: a constant module for ore
feeding; two gain modules to convert the percentage content; two display modules to
display the particle size distribution of ore feeding and grinding products; a subsystem
module to set the rupture function matrix B and select the function matrix s for operation;
an output module to output grinding products. The flowchart of the Simulink platform is
shown in Figure 2.
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Figure 2. The flowchart of the Simulink platform.

The simulation flow is as follows: firstly, the gain module calculates the feed data
and displays the feed particle size distribution, then the feed data are calculated by the
subsystem module to obtain the grinding products, and finally the gain module displays
the particle size distribution of the grinding products through the gain module calculation.
By setting the simulation time and running the simulation model, the yield distribution of
each particle size of grinding products can be observed from the display module.

2.2.5. BIII Method Based on N-Order Grinding Dynamic Model

BIII method is proposed by Austin and Luckie [23] to calculate the B value. It is used to
calculate the selection function S of different particle sizes according to the n-order dynamic
equation [24] and then calculate the B value of fracture function, as shown in Equation (3).

Ri(t)= Ri(0)exp(−Sitn) i = 1, 2, 3, . . . j (3)
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where Ri(t) and Ri(0) are the cumulative yield on the sieve with particle size i in the feed
and product respectively, and Si is the selection function of particle size i, n is the parameter
related to mineral properties, t is the grinding time, j is the quantity of single particle size
in feed and product.

Linearize Equation (4) as follows:

ln
(
−ln

Ri(t)
Ri(0)

)
= nlnt + lnSi (4)

The above formula is linearly fitted with origin software to obtain the values of param-
eters Si and n, and then the n-order dynamic equation under the condition of corresponding
particle size can be obtained.

Theoretically, the particle size composition after short-time grinding is the only result
of functions B and S, so B can be calculated after obtaining S. However, except for the first
and second particle sizes, it is difficult to solve for other particle sizes. Therefore, according
to the method proposed by Reid [25,26], the analytical solution is obtained first, then Bi1 is
inversely calculated by S, and finally the approximate solution formula is derived.

2.2.6. JK Drop-Weight Method Based on JK Drop-Weight Test

The ore breakage distribution function B can be calculated through JK drop-weight
test [21]. The selection function S is inversely calculated through the test data of batch
grinding test, and the population-balance kinetic model is constructed. The specific steps
are as follows:

1© According to the particle size to be used for screening analysis of grinding test
products, calculate the multiple xx of each particle size relative to each particle size finer
than it and obtain a series of xx values;

2© Using the mathematical model fitting the drop-weight test data, calculate the
cumulative yield under the sieve txx of a series of under screen particle sizes with crushed
products less than 1/xx of the feed particle size;

3© Fitting the polynomial relationship between t10 and each txx to obtain the relation-
ship equation between them;

4© Carry out batch grinding tests at different times and analyze the particle size
composition of grinding products through the proposed sieve particle size fraction;

5© According to the grinding conditions such as grinding medium size, filling ra-
tio and rotational rate, deduce the specific crushing energy Ecs of medium to material
corresponding to different screening particle sizes;

6© According to the particle energy equation of the relationship between t10 and
Ecs obtained in the drop-weight test, calculate the t10 values corresponding to the above
different specific crushing energies Ecs.

7© Calculate the txx value corresponding to each xx value according to the relationship
equation between t10 and txx. Obtain the particle size distribution of mineral particles after
crushing under ideal conditions, that is, the cumulative fracture function matrix Bij, and
further obtain the fracture distribution function bij.

8© According to the obtained fracture distribution function bij; combined with the
particle size composition of grinding products at different grinding times, the selection
function is inversely calculated based on Reid’s analytical solution formula [23].

9© According to 8©, the relationship between selection function and grinding time can
be established, and the selection function of each particle size under different grinding time
can be obtained.
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According to the results of the obtained fracture distribution function and selection
function, an population-balance kinetic model is established for prediction.

2.2.7. BP Neural Network Algorithm Based on Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO–BP)

With the popularization of computer application and modeling technology, a series of
intelligent algorithms such as genetic algorithm, particle swarm optimization algorithm,
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simulated annealing algorithm and ant colony algorithm are widely used in various fields.
Grinding process is a complex system with many influencing factors. The grinding mathe-
matical model based on intelligent algorithm takes its main influencing factors as input
variables, uses intelligent algorithm to build the corresponding mathematical model and
designs the control scheme through the model to realize grinding optimization.

As one of the most widely used neural network models, BP neural network is a
multilayer feedforward network that minimizes the error between the actual output value
and the expected output value by continuously modifying the weights of each neuron in the
error back-propagation training. BP neural network has the advantages of strong nonlinear
mapping ability, high self-learning and adaptive ability and certain fault tolerance [27], but
it also has the disadvantages of easily falling into local optimization, slow convergence
speed, poor stability and so on. Particle swarm optimization is a swarm intelligence
optimization algorithm based on a bird swarm, which gradually approaches the optimal
solution by searching the area of the bird closest to the food. It can avoid falling into the local
optimal solution and has good global optimization ability. Therefore, BP neural network
intelligent algorithm based on particle swarm optimization is proposed. The particle swarm
optimization algorithm is introduced into the BP neural network model to speed up the
convergence speed and calculation accuracy of the traditional BP neural network algorithm.
The particle position is replaced by the vector with only speed and position. The speed and
position of the particle are continuously updated through the algorithm iteration, until the
global optimal solution meets the error requirements or reaches the maximum number of
iterations, and finally the global optimal solution is output.

Set the number of hidden layer neurons as 6, the number of iterations as 500, the
learning factor as c1 = 2 and the iterative operation as c2 = 0.8. Since the weights and
thresholds are generated by random initialization every time, the two predictions are
compared with the experimental values, respectively.

3. Results and Discussion
3.1. XRF Analysis Results

The analysis results of XRF are shown in Tables 4 and 5.

Table 4. Chemical components of Tongkeng ore.

Component SiO2 CaO Fe2O3 SO3 Al2O3 ZnO K2O MgO

Content/% 45.9 28.2 8.4 7.2 4.1 2.3 0.9 0.7
Component SnO2 As2O3 PbO P2O5 Sb2O3 MnO Others
Content/% 0.5 0.5 0.3 0.4 0.4 0.1 0.1

Table 5. Chemical components of Gaofeng ore.

Component SiO2 CaO Fe2O3 SO3 Al2O3 ZnO K2O

Content/% 5.0 17.0 24.2 33.5 1.3 12.2 0.4
Component MgO PbO SnO2 Sb2O3 MnO As2O3 Others
Content/% 2.9 1.8 0.1 1.3 0.1 0.1 0.1

It can be seen from Table 4 that Tongkeng ore contains metallic elements such as iron,
tin, lead and zinc and nonmetallic elements such as sulfur and arsenic. The total content
of SiO2, CaO, Al2O3 and MgO is 78.9%, indicating that the gangue mineral content is
high. The main useful minerals of Tongkeng ore are cassiterite, marmatite, pyrrhotite,
jamesonite, pyrite, arsenopyrite, etc. The main gangue minerals are calcite and quartz [28].
According to the density test, the density of Tongkeng ore is 2.73 × 103 kg/m3, similar
to the density of calcite and quartz. From Table 5, the Gaofeng ore contains a variety of
metal elements such as iron, lead, zinc, tin and antimony and nonmetallic elements such as
sulfur and arsenic. The total content of SiO2, CaO, Al2O3 and MgO is 26.2%, indicating that
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the content of gangue minerals is low. Therefore, in terms of the content of main useful
minerals, Tongkeng ore is a “poor ore” and Gaofeng ore is a “rich ore”.

3.2. JK Drop-Weight Test
3.2.1. JK Drop-Weight Test of Tongkeng Ore and Gaofeng Ore

After screening the drop-weight impact-crushing products of Tongkeng ore and
Gaofeng ore, the curves of the cumulative yield under the sieve are drawn in semilogarith-
mic coordinates, as shown in Figure 3.
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Figure 3. Particle size distribution from breakage product of different fractions. ((a–e) are for
Tongkeng ore; (a’–e’) are for Gaofeng ore).

It can be seen from Figure 3a–e that under the same screening particle size, with the
increase in crushing energy, the greater the cumulative yield under the sieve is, the finer
the crushed product. With the same initial particle size, the change trend of the curves of
the cumulative yield under the sieve under the three crushing energies is similar; the lower
the crushing energy is, the larger the particle size corresponding to the inflection point
of the cumulative yield under the sieve change. Therefore, the particle size distribution
of the ore is closely related to the initial crushing energy. From Figure 3a’–e’, the particle
size distribution of the crushing products of Gaofeng ore is similar to that of Tongkeng
ore, and the cumulative yield under the sieve under the same particle size increases with
the increase in specific crushing energy. With the same initial particle size, the trend of the
curves of the cumulative yield under the sieve under different specific crushing energies
is similar. The curve distance is closer under medium and high crushing energy. This
shows that when the crushing energy is input to a certain extent, it will reach “crushing
saturation”, resulting in a smaller difference for the impact-crushing effect of Gaofeng ore.

3.2.2. Impact-Crushing Characteristics of Tongkeng and Gaofeng Ores

The crushing parameters A and b of the two ores can be obtained by fitting the
15 groups of t10 values calculated from the particle size distribution characteristic coefficient
with the corresponding 15 groups of specific crushing energy. The fitting curve is shown in
Figure 4.
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By fitting the test data with Equation (2) and combining with Figure 4, the parameters
of Tongkeng ore and Gaofeng ore can be obtained. The specific parameter values are shown
in Table 6.

Table 6. The specific parameter values of Tongkeng ore and Gaofeng ore.

Type of Ore A b A × b

Tongkeng 65.0054 0.8109 52.71
Gaofeng 69.5900 1.5186 105.68

According to Tables 2 and 6, the impact-crushing capacity of Tongkeng ore belongs
to a “medium” grade, A × b = 52.71, while the impact-crushing capacity of Gaofeng ore
belongs to a “soft” grade, A × b = 105.68.

3.2.3. Comparison and Analysis of Tongkeng and Gaofeng Ores

The t10 variation curve of the two types of ores under different specific crushing
energies is shown in Figure 5.
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It can be seen from Figure 5 that under the same specific crushing energy, the t10 value
of Tongkeng ore of any particle size is less than that of Gaofeng ore. That is, the breakage
resistance of Tongkeng ore is greater than that of Gaofeng ore, and Gaofeng ore is easier to
be crushed. At the same time, the effect of feed particle size on the crushing effect is related
to the specific crushing energy and ore type. Generally speaking, the t10 value of Tongkeng
ore decreases with the decrease in feed particle size, while the effect of feed particle size on
Gaofeng ore is more complex.
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3.3. Batch Grinding Test

In order to provide basic data for the prediction method of particle size composition
of grinding products, batch grinding tests of Tongkeng ore and Gaofeng ore at different
grinding times are carried out according to the test conditions in Section 2.2.3. The results
are shown in Figures 6 and 7.

In order to compare the simulation data with the actual test data, the actual batch
grinding test is carried out according to the optimized grinding conditions in Section 2.2.3.
It can be seen from Figures 6 and 7 that the yield of −0.038 mm particle size is about 50%.
In Figure 6, the main gangue minerals of Tongkeng ore are calcite and quartz. Quartz is
difficult to grind; however, the gangue minerals in Tongkeng ore include calcite in addition
to quartz. Calcite is a very soft material. Under the same particle size (−63.0 + 13.2 mm),
the impact-crushing capacity of calcite belongs to a “very soft” grade, A × b = 204.51.
Therefore, calcite is very easy to grind. It can be seen from the XRF data that the content of
CaO reaches 28.2%. The main component of calcite is CaCO3, so according to the principle
of material conservation, it can be inversely calculated from the XRF data that the content of
calcite (CaCO3) in Tongkeng ore is about 41.2%, and the content of quartz (SiO2) is reduced
to about 37.6%. Since calcite is easily broken and has a high content, with the increase in
grinding time, the product of −0.038 mm particle size will further increase, which conforms
to the crushing principle. In addition, although the diameter of our cylindrical ball mill is
only 200 mm, the total mass of the grinding medium iron ball reaches 20 kg, and the mass
of feeding ores are only 500 g in each grinding test, so the crushing efficiency is very high.
In Figure 7, because the impact-crushing capacity of Gaofeng Mine belongs to the “soft”
grade and contains almost no quartz, it is easier to grind.
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Since, when the grinding is completed, the yield of the coarse particle sizes is generally
small, resulting in a large relative error value, which is not convenient for error analysis.
Therefore, the seven coarse particle sizes are combined into the +0.15 mm particle sizes.
The results are shown in Table 7.
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Table 7. Experimental values of the yields of grinding product.

Particle Size/mm
Experimental Values/%

Tongkeng Ore Gaofeng Ore

+0.15 8.09 7.37
−0.15 + 0.106 10.46 9.83
−0.106 + 0.075 12.11 13.91
−0.075 + 0.053 12.49 17.78
−0.053 + 0.038 7.14 10.86

−0.038 49.71 40.25

3.4. BIII Method Based on N-Order Grinding Dynamic Model

Based on the batch grinding test data, according to Section 2.2.5, the calculated pa-
rameters S and bij are input into the established Simulink model, the feed particle size
distribution f and simulation time t are set, the simulation model to obtain the particle size
composition of grinding products is run, and the results with the test values are compared
to obtain Figure 8 and Table 8.

Table 8. Error comparison of Tongkeng ore and Gaofeng ore.

Particle Size/mm
Tongkeng Ore Gaofeng Ore

Absolute
Error/%

Relative
Error/%

Absolute
Error/%

Relative
Error/%

+0.15 4.05 50.06 3.22 43.69
−0.15 + 0.106 −1.05 −10.04 −0.15 −1.53
−0.106 + 0.075 0.45 3.72 −0.91 −6.54
−0.075 + 0.053 0.58 4.64 0.16 0.90
−0.053 + 0.038 −0.01 −0.14 −1.12 −10.31

−0.038 −4.02 −8.09 −1.2 −2.98
Total 10.16 76.69 6.76 65.95
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It can be seen from Figure 8 that the prediction error of the two ores by the BIII method

is relatively small, especially in the qualified particle size range of −0.15 + 0.038 mm.
Although the error of predicting Tongkeng ore is slightly greater than that of Gaofeng ore,
on the whole, the BIII method can be used for predicting the particle size of the grinding
products of the two ores. From Table 8, for the Tongkeng ore, the absolute errors of the
BIII method for the coarse particle size +0.15 mm and the fine particle size −0.038 mm
predictions are larger, both about 4%, and the prediction accuracy is relatively low. The
prediction accuracy of the other particle sizes is relatively high, and the maximum absolute
error is −1.05%. This shows that the grinding process of Tongkeng ore approximately
meets the n-order grinding dynamic model equation. It can be seen from Table 8 that for
Gaofeng ore, the prediction error of the BIII method for the +0.15 mm particle size fraction is
the largest, with an error value of 3.22%, and the prediction accuracy is relatively low. The
prediction accuracy of the other particle sizes is relatively high, and the maximum absolute
error is −1.2%. This shows that the grinding process of Gaofeng ore also approximately
meets the n-order grinding dynamic model equation, and the degree of satisfaction is
higher than that of Tongkeng ore.

3.5. JK Drop-Weight Method Based on JK Drop-Weight Test

Based on the JK drop-weight test data and the batch grinding test results, combined
with the method in Section 2.2.6, Simulink is used for modeling and simulation, and the
simulation results are compared with the test values. The comparison results are shown in
Figure 9 and Table 9.

Table 9. Error comparison of Tongkeng ore and Gaofeng ore.

Particle Size/mm
Tongkeng Ore Gaofeng Ore

Absolute
Error/%

Relative
Error/%

Absolute
Error/%

Relative
Error/%

+0.15 −0.3 −3.71% −0.03 −0.41
−0.15 + 0.106 0.06 0.57% 0.23 2.34
−0.106 + 0.075 0.26 2.15% −0.98 −7.05
−0.075 + 0.053 0.43 3.44% −0.45 −2.53
−0.053 + 0.038 0.12 1.68% −0.87 −8.01

−0.038 −0.57 −1.15% 2.1 5.22
Total 1.74 12.7 4.66 25.56
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ucts. From Table 9, for Tongkeng ore, the maximum absolute error and the relative error 
between the predicted value and the test value are −0.57% and 3.44%, respectively. The 
absolute error of the other particle size’s predictions is no more than 0.5%, so the predic-
tion accuracy is high. From Table 9, for Gaofeng ore, the error of the prediction of the JK 
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Figure 9. Prediction results of JK drop-weight method for Tongkeng ore and Gaofeng ore.
It can be seen from Figure 9 that the error of the two ores predicted by the JK drop-

weight method is small, the predicted value of each particle size is close to the test value,
and the error of Gaofeng ore is greater than that of Tongkeng ore. In general, the JK
drop-weight method can be used for the particle size prediction of the two ores’ grinding
products. From Table 9, for Tongkeng ore, the maximum absolute error and the relative
error between the predicted value and the test value are −0.57% and 3.44%, respectively.
The absolute error of the other particle size’s predictions is no more than 0.5%, so the
prediction accuracy is high. From Table 9, for Gaofeng ore, the error of the prediction of the
JK drop-weight method is small, and the maximum absolute error and the relative error
between the predicted value and the test value are 2.1% and −8.01%, respectively. The
absolute error of the other particle size predictions is no more than 1%, so the prediction
accuracy is high.

3.6. BP Neural Network Algorithm Based on Particle Swarm Optimization

Based on the method in Section 2.2.7, the average value of the two predicted values is
used as the final result to compare with the test value, as shown in Figure 10 and Table 10.
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Table 10. Error comparison of Tongkeng ore and Gaofeng ore.

Particle Size/mm
Tongkeng Ore Gaofeng Ore

Absolute
Error/%

Relative
Error/%

Absolute
Error/%

Relative
Error/%

+0.15 0.21 2.60 −0.05 −0.68
−0.15 + 0.106 −0.09 −0.86 −0.36 −3.66
−0.106 + 0.075 −0.29 −2.39 0.91 6.54
−0.075 + 0.053 −0.38 −3.04 −0.64 −3.60
−0.053 + 0.038 0.5 7.00 0.08 0.74

−0.038 0.07 0.14 0.05 0.12
Total 1.54 16.04 2.09 15.34

It can be seen from Figure 10 that the prediction results, by using the PSO–BP algo-
rithm model, are highly consistent with the test values, indicating that the model has a
high prediction accuracy and can provide a theoretical basis for the efficient and intelli-
gent regulation of the particle size distribution of grinding products. From Table 10, for
Tongkeng ore, the predicted value and test value of the PSO–BP method are similar, and
the absolute error and the relative error of the particle size prediction at −0.053 + 0.038
mm are the largest, which are 0.5% and 7%, respectively. The maximum absolute error of
predicting other particle sizes is −0.38%, which shows that the prediction accuracy is high,
so this model algorithm is feasible. From Table 10, for Gaofeng ore, the difference between
the predicted value and the test value of the PSO–BP method is very small, the maximum
absolute error is within 1%, and the absolute error and the relative error of the particle size
prediction at −0.106 + 0.075 mm are the largest, which are 0.91% and 6.54%, respectively.
The maximum absolute error of predicting other particle sizes is −0.64%. It can be seen
that this intelligent algorithm has a high accuracy and can be used in the simulation of
Gaofeng ore.

3.7. Comparative Analysis of Three Different Methods

The error comparison of the three different methods is shown in Table 11.

Table 11. Error comparison of different methods.

Prediction Method
Tongkeng Ore Gaofeng Ore

BIII
Method

JK Drop-Weight
Method

PSO–BP
Method BIII Method JK Drop-Weight

Method
PSO–BP
Method

Absolute Error/% 10.16 1.74 1.54 6.76 4.66 2.09
Relative Error/% 76.69 12.7 16.04 65.95 25.56 15.34

It can be seen from Table 11 that for the same ore, the accuracy order of the three
methods is: PSO–BP method > JK drop-weight method > BIII method. For the same method,
the prediction accuracy of Tongkeng ore is basically better than that of Gaofeng ore. When
the BIII method is used for prediction, the prediction accuracy of Gaofeng ore is higher
than that of Tongkeng ore. It shows that the fitting degree of Gaofeng ore to the n-order
grinding kinetic equation is higher than that of Tongkeng ore. The reason may be that
Gaofeng ore belongs to a “rich ore”, which is mainly composed of useful metal minerals.
The properties of the constituent minerals in the ore are similar and have little mutual
effect on the grinding process. It can be regarded as a whole, so the simplified assumption
is more reasonable. On the contrary, Tongkeng ore belongs to a “poor ore”, which is
mainly composed of gangue minerals such as quartz and calcite. The two main gangue
minerals are quite different in hardness, grindability and other properties, so the simplified
assumption that they are regarded as a whole is not reasonable.

4. Conclusions

The following conclusions were drawn from this research:
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When Tongkeng ore and Gaofeng ore are crushed by impact, the crushing degree is
closely related to the specific crushing energy and feed particle size. The impact-crushing
resistance of Tongkeng ore and Gaofeng ore belong to a “medium” grade and a “soft”
grade, respectively. The hardness of Tongkeng ore is higher than that of Gaofeng ore. The
crushing resistance of Tongkeng ore increases with the decrease in particle size, and the
crushing resistance of the Gaofeng ore is more complex.

For the same ore, the accuracy order of the three methods is: PSO–BP method > JK
drop-weight method > BIII method. For the same method, only the BIII method has a higher
prediction accuracy for Gaofeng ore than Tongkeng ore, while the other methods have a
better prediction accuracy for Tongkeng ore than Gaofeng ore.

The prediction accuracy of the BIII method is inferior to that of the JK drop-weight
method and the PSO–BP method and is easily affected by the difference in mineral proper-
ties. The PSO–BP method has a high prediction accuracy and fast model operation speed,
but the accuracy and speed of iterative results are easily affected by parameters such as
algorithm program weight and threshold.
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